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The Morrison Center's 2,OOO-seatperformance hall under construction, a major portion of which was
:funded by Velma Morrison, right. Photos by Russ P. Markus
rrhe,~:Opse~..that
Mo'rrIS~l1.bUilt
! Is the new theatre Boise's dream come true? '
THE PREMIERE O.PENINO of theMorrison Center for the Per-,', forming Arts in February will be
" the culmination of 24 years of
public and private effort to build a
performing arts center in Boise.
While improving the cultural environ-
ment of the city, the center will-improve
radically the music and theatre facilities at
BSU, according to Fred Norman, eXecutive;·,
director of the Morrison Center and BSU
theatre professor. ,
Originally conceived in 1959 by Harry
Morrison, fOl1li~er of Morrison-Kundsen
Co. Inc., the performing arts center plans'
were modified several times before con-'
,~~. struction began.
~~.
~ Original cost ..just $1.5
~rmillion,
~i " The state approached 'the Morrison
1{~ Morrison'soriginaI proposition,-td,OOo Family Foundation with the proposition of
.{~; seat facility projected to cost $1.5 million in combining its plan for an arts center with
\1' 1959, woiild have' been located in Ann the university's need for a performing arts
t{ Morrison Park, where Morrison had spent academic building.· " ';,
~: $20 million to reclaim land from a swamp The community center would be.:pri- '
: ~;, and to landscape it. But the city of Boise vately funded andmaintained, with,·the
~( 'rejected the plan, yielding to pressure from state funding the academic .portion of the
j(' 'residcn~ who feared a rise in property taxes facility. The two facilities would be,fs.in order to maintain the' facility., .. ' combined in one building on the university
~==,,'" 'After Morrison's death;'the,Harry campus. .. .', '.' .: _ ' ,
'MorrisoilFamily Foundation,-directedby ',The Idaho Legislat':lre appropriated
,his widow, VelmaMOrrisori,kept the $2S0,000 for the academic structure in'
'conceptalive until 1969,when,Fred 1978 shew~considering,moving to Santa
Norman joined, the faculty ofwhllLwasBarbara;C,alif~',~d takhig her husband's
then Boise Junior College. , ' " dr.~m Wjthher. . ". ,_. - . Cost overruns' and influence from the
' Norman, an advisor on the arts to Mrs. butionsaslhe-projectdeveloped. architects brought about two major
Morrison; was the catalyst· behind d.' TheUrii\rCrsjtycoinmunitYArtsAs_changes. "
renewed effortto build-a perfonning art: , 's~a~onW:~fo~e.<liIJ,l~79withRlilph J.The b~ldingsitewas moved from the '
,center. . '.: -,G(in'iStOf:k;aVicc;presic.liJl.tQfl"irstSecurity-l~tion of the music building to its present
' " Bank,'as;its~p~<lentrJC~iSer as projects site,savingboth the music building and the '
IProject nearly abandoned- head •.. andV~~~,(~#:iso~;and 'Fl~; Imusic.:cuamabuiidiDg from demolition:
',' . .' ... ,',' ," - " .No~ OIJ"tlt~, tlOiliC:l -of directors~_The ASOO-seat concert hall, ,!aselimiilatcc!>
,'~~.!ht{j'~~~~l97'~~:i";~sV&~~:~f~;C~fd.t~~c~n~' ~M()~NODpqe15
by Hope Benedlctand VaJerle Mead
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Final cost .. $15.5 million
1976 to fund the construction and main-
tenance of the center. Both issues failed by
small margins, leaving Mrs. Morrison
discouraged,' according to Norman, By
I 1978 she was considering moving to Santa
Barbara, Calif .., and taking her husband'sdream with her.
But that year Dr. John Keiser became
president of BSU.
'At that time, the theater and music
departments were in danger of losing'
accreditation due to inadequate facilities.
,States family join efforts
According to officals at Lombard-
Conrad; the project architect, the fmal cost
of theproject will be $15.5 million, nearly
$4.5 million over the original·1979 budget.
.The Morrison Family Foundation was .
the largest single contributor, donatirig a'
total of $6.5 million for construction and'
committing itself to fundirig the mainten- ,
ance for the center's first year of operation.
, The second largest contributor was the
state of Idaho, which appropriated $5.25
Imillion in three different sessions: $2'0.000
in 1978; $2;5 million in 1980, and $2.5
million in 1981.
Other major donations included: J. R.
, Simplot;$. 'million; Morrison-Knudsen
CO,Inc .. $2S0,000; Fundsy, $650,000; Joe
Albertson, $100,000 and Albertsons Inc.,
$100,000. '
.TwCl!llajorcbanges made
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Dance team tryoijts
. '.,Tryouts for aIlewBsvciarice teamwlll
be onWednesday,Augdl,accllrding to:
. Julie ".Stevens, ••...Cheer IDMee •..Squad ..•.C()-.·
'.ordmator.. ,.. '. . -<'f. '< '.
Twenty' spots are open .on:the-,feaJri •. an"
entertaining d~Cetioup t() perform atboth .
BSU· football', arid basketball half-times,"
Stevens said. sbewill '.select. .'.additional'
songleaders at the.tryouts,as'.well.Class
credits are available forthoseiiitei'eSti:9 in
the two squads .. ;. ..'..••••..•..• ..•..•.." . '.
Aclinic tohelp',prospecti,,:e~quad
members develop routines and «onfidence
will be held.at. 4.p.ll1iin~thelJl}iv~rsity i
Pavilion, followed by tryouW:." .••.•..
For '.more·.infOrII!-a:ti?Il,.,call'3.85~15?~.
, -::':'--.<: ./,,'- ,::-',,"'.'-:"<;, .:':......, -. :.:- .,".- /~' .. ',-'~;•. '
COrisutriereconOmlCS"
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........Tiu' Idaho'C()uncir~nW()~~~~~\lCa-
"tion;is spoilsofing .a.!fohuri()n~.e~~um.er~
eCoIlomics·for!aiea.teal:hers'a(~lJfrom7.··
to ..lop;m:M6riday,mghtslje8iiut,ins'Sept.,
..' '12, in.ioomJO$:QftheEd\lciltl~npuilc~mg •••.'~nI~~:J~::~~::~~i,'".. ," ~~!~.;
fOoO"prcXiucdpnaJi4, . retai1O<
. ing,housing~,insuran~e~and;Ji~th~~eryices
. and. ~ne_r~~.-">;,·.""'. ',' ::">~'."'__':..' ','..: _"''''~- ,'
The' costoffhe~th1"ee-creditgraduate,
~ourse is $60, whichalsoc()y~rsllooksand
materiais. Fee~ should~e paid lothe Center
for EConolllic Educiition,'1910lJniycrsity •.
.Drive.·.Boise,}p8~7~S~>;<'''''':(~·;)f/''<';'
Lead~rs ..frolllllusines.~,go"ernment ..
labor, .. edu~tion;·and·cOriS1.!iDer·:,'inte,r~s(
..··.grOUps.will 'partiCiPilieiri.the(Q~{:Iti~.
"ooing •.sPo~()rec:ti:bYr:t~e:;Q#liker:·:9~ts.
-C6mpanYiric<>9~ra,tio ' ·~tthe'JOiilt
CounciionEcllIlolllic,., .'
'..'. Forfurtll'et;:iMor!fuiti6n. .... . ,die':
Idaho CounCnonEcOnorrilc, Ed\lqa**at~;
"385-1193 •.•·····..'.21:·>:<~;/:,:';;;r·:.;,,!.:'Y':~;.',",~:
:;>' ,',
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.:.'~p~Urig.cli.ni~·are~(:ltedul~a,:Il~'3p,.IJ1;,
'. Sept;; sandJ 4 at .•tlteceenter;and. billillf~:'.
cliriicswlIl be.ap.p~m;~el't'9and J3. i:' c'
.L;Jnterl:ste~i perso~ ima:yr~m~ter JOT,tlle.;:
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edchanges
by Paul Holt
The University News
Educational programs that can. prepare
students for increasingly technical jobs in
industry highlighted discussion at the
conference on Education and Techno-
logical Development held July,28 at BSU.
BSU has already taken steps towards
technological education. A campus-wide
computer literacy committee has been set
up whose goal is to ensure that all students
are familiar with computers .
.A Center for Technology which will be
available for use by all campus departments
is also in the planning stages.
High ..tech gets funding
atBSU
Funds also have been reallocated to
purchase new, updated equipment to
increase the capacity to teach, research, and
respond to business and industry.
A few other programs have been
implemented or are being planned at BSU:
include: a cooperative graduate-level con-
tinuing education program in engineering
with the U of I; an interdisciplinary
program in the graphic arts; and a
bachelor's degree program in applied
science-a combination of applied sciences-
and liberal.arts. .
.-The conference objectives were: •
• To report the' key issues regional'·
communities face in expanding economic
developments areound, high technology
industry ,
• To r develop appropriate educational,
responses to high technology industry
• To coordinate the partnership between.
industry and university resources.
Business and BSU
administrators confer
Dr. David Merrifield of the U.S. Department of Commerce urged industry and education
to collaborate on high-tech research. Photo by Chuck Scheer
panies involved in an industry, get together
to produce a product at a much lower pnce .:
Thatstrategy is begin used extensively and
with great success in Japan, but cannot,
because of existing, anti-trust laws, be
. adopted by U.S. manufacturers, Merrifield
said. '
"There is a need to find ways within the
anti-trust laws to collaborate on a scale
equivalent to those that are now used by the
Japanese and other consortia around the
world," he said.
Noting that the United States possesses
the world's most advanced technology in
almost every area of interest, Merrifield
said that, "All that is needed are the
initiatives required to' mobilize these cap-
abilities, remove the barriers that impede
collaboration and further enhance the
incentives for doing so."
The technology gap
demands changes
Dr. Harry Selland, adnnriistrator for
vocationai education for the state of Idaho,
discusses what an educational system needs
to do to be responsive' to industry.
. "The solution to a skilled workforce
does not lie in education alone .. I .think it
lies' in a combination of training within
education, and training within business and
industry."
"I think what we need is a more formal
partnership between business and industry
andeducatton. "
Selland also said that a top triority'
should be to convince business and industry
that education is willin.g to make some
,changes, but. warned of the criticisms that
industry has of education.
'According .to Selland, those criticisms
include universities not being able to move
quickly enough into the . technology gap,
forcing corporllteofficials to establish their
own employee~educational systems because
colleges often cannot provide the 'programs
industry needs. Education also has been
'criticized for befug resistant to change-.tied
to rigid curriculum and purchasirigrequire-'
ments,he said. ...~ ."
"We're going to bave to look at our
prosiams, I think, to make-them more
acceSsibleandlIiore flexible. As far lis' I'm
'concemedtltc(oldschool basemodelis no·
longer adequate.' The .two. sem~tera •year
and so on just isn't goiIig to do it."
Keiser noted tht because southwest Idaho
is .more homogenous than the rest of the
state, it is more able to respond to
burgeoning technological and educational
demands.
"We recognize that the area is divided
between large corporations and small
businesses. And so we (at BSU) try and
develop a technology response, we want to
do it with those realizations in mind," he
said.
"We are at a 'revolutionary period right
now. Universities, I believe, have an
obligation to be revolutionists in that
sense," Keiser said.
Johnson warned the audience not to
become too narrow-mlnded in the pursuit
o(,high technology.
"We must recognize that we are educa-
ting today, citizens who will live most of
their adult lives in the 21st century. They
must not only 00 grounded in the physical
sciences, but also in the social sciences, the
arts and the humanities."
,
I,
1
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Range of issues heard
Conference participants also discussed:
• The idea that the success of the free
enterprise system is a' result of a com-
mitment to education, that education must
encompass the entire population on every
level, and'that education must balance the
sciences, thetechnol6gies, liberal arts and
the humanities.
• That education and training are a
lifelong, on-going process
.• That we must break down the rigidity of
the educational structure and that the focus
of education must be on competency, not
on time spent in school
•. Adult and Continuing education must
00 expanded and the Legislature should
establish.' a permanent committee of busi-
ness; . industrial, and citizen leaders· to
monitor the quality of education at all
levels. '
• To establish innovative educational
delivery systesm and to. intenSify research
capabilities: .'
• ·Todevelop a Center for Technology
.that will .make a statement to business
about· BSU's ability to respond to needs
andto work to improve the efficiency of .
the coordination between . the. various
school~ and colleges atBSU.
. ~
}
1
Attending the invitation-only conference
was a diverse group of people from the
area's business sector, including represen-
tatives from Hewlett-Packard, Micron
'Technology, Zilog, Ore-Ida Foods, as well
as BSU faculty and staff. Dr. David
Merrifield, assistance secretary for produc-
tivity, technology, and innovation with the
U.S. Department of Commerce, and Peter
Johnson, administrator for the Bonneville
Power Administration were featured
speakers at the conference.
BSU "must" foster high ..
tech development
BSU President John Keiser opened the
.conference by telling participants:
"We live in an increasingly urbanized,
growing area of this state whose future·.
quality of life 'depends more directly on an
institution of higher education able to
. respond to the' technological demands or'
business and hldustry than many have been
willing to admit to for too long."
Keiser also said that while the purpose of
the conference was to-generate ideas, he
also wanted down-to-earth details to help
BSU officiais formulate a plan' of action.
Lt. Gov. David Leroy, who also spoke at
. the conference, said BSU "must be
energetic and active in research and
development, and, in' designing' roles and
missions for themselves .and their con-
stituent students," in order to. foster,
high-tech development in southwestern
Idaho.
In a policy forum ".titled ."Forces of
Change Affecting High Technology Indus- .'
tries," .Merrifield discussed targeted'
industry strategies in which. all the com-
· '. ~ .. - --. .
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Geology faculty
committed to
research
"Geologists must be devoted to rocks. "
committed first to geology and secondly to
teaching.
While he admits that this may not bring
the best teaching skills to the classroom, the
attitudes of the professors .towards their
subject more than makes up .the difference.
For students who are preparing for
research careers, which all geology is in one
way or another, learning how to assimilate
information and draw valid conclusions is
just as important as learning the difference
between limestone and basalt, he says.
BSU is very fortunate that. all of the
full-time faculty are active in on-going
research projects or consulting work, he
adds.
Dr. Spencer Wood, an associate pro-
fessor of geology, says that professionally
active faculty gives students the best quality
education, because they bring the latest
ideas and information to the classroom.
For Wood, teaching is challenging,
especially when a wide range of student
interest and capabilities are present. His
concern is to balance his classroom lessons
to stimulate the brightest students in class
but not to discourage those who are slower.
Additionally, he·says, qualities like citizen-
ship, professionalism andmautrity are
gained In the ciassroom as well as a degree.
.: New equipment added
..... .. t\. . ;-:. .""
Slide-sillustrat~-toi)ics""" -r-: "',': ~~:'~;~~rtment recently adde~ an"
Dr. Elton Bentley,assistant professor of atomic absorbtion spectrophotometer,
geology and geophysics, would like his which chemicallyanalyzes rock samples, a
students to gain an. understanding of the new thin-section lab that prepares rock
earth and a sense of its uniqueness; He samples for microscope viewing and a
attempts to present classroom information geophysics computer center. The depart-
in a logical order, he says, from the earth's ment will also have access to many of the
beginning to the present day. Because many new Apple II and IBM computers the
of his students have little or no opportunity university purchased during the summer.
to explore their world fully, Bentley Spinosa would like to develop several
illustrates. his lectures with slide presen- computer programs to be 'used by students
tations. . as teaching and tutoring aids.
Communication skills are important to Spinosa also would like to see the
Dr. Monte Wilson, a specialist in geo- department offer a master's degree in
morphology. To prepare students for what applied geophysics. Spinosa says that the
they might encounter in a geology career, type of graduate program being considered
Wilson stresses the importance of express- is not offered anywhere in the northwest.
ing oneself well, in writing as well as orally. The proposed program has not yet been
Being able to convey' ideas in a -10 ical approved by the legislature.
by Karen Smith
The University News
Geology is the study of the earth, its
materials and the processes that create its
landforms. .
A geologist, while he may be know-
ledgeable in chemistry, biology; physics,
math and engineering, is, most import-
antly, a field observer.
The geologist in the field observes how
natural processes such as wind and rain
carve mountains and valleys. Geologists
also study rock and mineral relationships to
understand the dynamic geologic history of
the earth.
At Boise State University, approximately
190 students are now studying to become
geologists, geophysists and earth scientists.
BSU offers bachelor's degrees in geology,
applied 'geophysiscs, and earth science,
education, and a master's degree in
secondary education with an earth science
emphasis. .
Non ..degree COUrSeSoffered
. The department of geology and geophy-
sics also offers non-degree courses in
Geography. A bachelor's degree prepares a
student for eithergfilduate' school' or
entry-level employment in any of several.
related industries, such as petroleum,
mining, water resources or exploration.
The department has nine full-time
faculty members, all with doctorate degrees
and several adjunctive members from the
community.
Geologists must be devoted to rocks,
according to Dr. Claude Spinosa, depart-
ment chairman. Successful students are
those with that extra committment to put in
the extra work and hours to make sure they
learn the subjects they are studying, not
just doing enough to get by;
Geology first.
According to Spinosa, the faculty in the
department of geology and geo h sics are
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'Wilson noted that all of the faculty that
would be needed for a graduate program
already are available. Because all of the
faculty have doctorate degrees and are'
recognized professionally, he says, the only
major departmental changes would be
administrative. Much of the needed equip-
ment for the proposed graduate degree
already has been acquired from either
research grants or private corporate do-
nations, he adds.
Bentley, who says that he currently
averages over 270 students each semester,
also· says that for the present geography
program to grow additional faculty mem-
bers are needed.
He sees a lack of funding and a lack of
understanding the importance of geo-
graphyas major problems, however. With
asfew as 'five percen(af local geographers
able to complete an undergraduate degree
in Idaho, Bentley says there is a need for
'more and varied classes.
Spinosa says that he also is working to
get approval for the creation of technician's
position to maintain the department's
equipment and collections, He says that
would help the department not only
administratively, but also would help the
department fully use the equipment that
has been donated to it.
Geology and geophysics majors generally
feel that the faculty and programs offered
to them are good. Many students have had
BSU recommended to them from other
universities. The emphasis that is.placed on
research is . considered one of the out-
standing features of the department.
Dr. Clauile Spinosa observing nautili to find out more about other species tbat are now
extinct. Photo by Chuck Scheer
manner is part of being a good geologist, he
says. Wilson has put together a handout for
students to aid them in writing papers. It
included standard formats for geological
papers and publications.
The geology and geophysics department'
first awarded degrees in earth . science
education in the late 196Os, followed by the
first geology degree in 1971.. The first
geophysics degree was granted in 1916.
Spinosa says that BSU President John'
Keiser is leading the drive to expand the
science departments, bringing in new
state-of-the-art equipment and resources.
Spinosa feels that much of the future focus
of the university will be towards the
sciences. Spinosa said Keiser feels that this
is necessary, for the university's growth and
to aid in attracting new industries to the
Treasure Valley.
More faculty needed
a
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Job prospects bright for accounting majors
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by Kelly Love
The University News
Despite all those ugly rumors of college
graduates that can't find jobs, there are
fields of studies at BSU that' offer
graduating students a good shot at beating
the unemployment lines. .
"The accounting major is one of the
most sought-after degrees at BSU," says
Dick Rapp, director of career planning and
placement.
According to Rapp, even while the
economy may have tightened up last year,
the accounting profession has continued to
grow. "It's still one of the departments that
people have the greatest success in finding
employment," he says.
AI Meyers, 1983 accounting graduate,'
says that while accounting might not be a
glamorous job, it is dynamic. Meyers went
to work for the public accounting firm of
Cooper's and Lybrand, where he believes
'there are more opportunities for an
accountant. '
"I'll be working with five or six different
industries. You have to learn more," he
says. ·'It makes you a better accountant."
Mote than just numbers
Kevin' Keck, also 'a 1983 accounting
graduate, believes there is, more to the
accounting field than just a profession that
plays with numbers. .
"Numbers might be the medium that you
work with, but you neeed to be able to
analyze and present those numbers in a
logical way," he says. According to keck,
communication skills. play an important
part in successful accounting.
Keck works as an auditor with theIdaho
State Tax Commision. In his first three
months of employment he has worked with
the fuel division.: auditing gas companies '
and distributors.
"I really didn't expect to work with the
government," he says, describing his
beginning expectations. "It might be a little
more narrow in scope, but I didn't see any
drastic difference in what I had expected,"
he says.
Steady work pays well
According to Keck, one nice fringe
benefit of being an accountant is the hours.
He works a steady 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., with'
School-s tough .enough.
Bankingdoesn-t have to be.
First Security knows that students are
some of the busiest people around.
You don't have time to waste, especially when
it comes to banking.
That's why First Security has full service banking
in the most convenient locations. Each offering
checking, savings and much more,
Get into great banking. Get into First Security Bank.
First !il!l:uri~Bilnk
OF IDAHO, N.A.
MflDb<r FDIC
,HANDIBANK LOCATIONS:
When you need your bank - day or night.
10342 Overland
119 N. Ninth St.
433 North Sixteen
2601 Cassia
7700 Fairview
10312th,AvenueSouth (Nampa)
6788 Glenwood Ave. '
4920 Overland
3149 North Cole
weekends off.
One of accounting's first attractions to
Keck, who originally was an engineering
student, was the money. "I was told an
accounting degree equaled a good job," he
says.
And the' money is good. According to
Rapp, most beginning accountants start at
between $16,000 and $20,000 a year.
"A lot of people, when they' start the
program, think of the money they can
make," says Meyers.
"But," he warns, "you'd better enjoy
doing the work. ",
Computers. make mark
The emergence of computers as tools to
aid business also has made its mark on
every aspect of the accounting' world.
Employers such as Al Jablonsky of
Boise Cascade Corp., acknowledge the
need for students with a solid background
in data processing.
"For eight or ten years, we've seen it
coming," says Jablonsky, who manages the
EDP Audit at Boise-Cascade. "I think it's
upon us now with a tremendous vengeance
See,ACCOUNTANTS onpage 7
Dick Rapp, BSU's career planning director,
says accountlnggrads have good chances
for jobs. Pboto by Russ P. Markus
HOURS:
Lobby - 9:30 a.rn, - 5:00 p.m. Monday thru Thursday
9;30a.m. - 6:00 p.rn. Friday -
Drive-In- 8:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Monday thru Friday
ADDRESSES:
119 North 9th Street (MalnOfflce)
Drive-In:9th and Bannock
80 South Cole Road (Frankllnand Cole Office)
421 North Orchard (Orchard Avenue Office)
433 North Sixteenth -', .
2601 Cassia (VIsta Office)
7700 Fairview (Westgate Office)
3301 Chlnden Blvd. (Garden City Office) .
1Q3420verland (Five Mile and Overland Office)
6788 Glenwood Avenue (Glenwood"andState Office)
1125 Broadw.ayAvenue (Broa~waYAveriue Office)
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According to Keck, being able to sell
yourself to the company can make or
break a job offer. "You need a good
resume, that highlights your good points,"
he says.
The one thing he advises students to do is
to expand their communication skills. Keck
stresses that the ten to twenty minute job
'0"' __-interVlewis cruClaranrl that the image a
person puts across to an employer is one of
the final deciding factors for that employer.
Along with a good grasp of communi-
cative skills, a solid background in com-
puter science is advised, from all sides;
"There are students who will take the
bare minimum of requirements," says
Rapp. "They might be handicapped."
Through the· office of career planning
and placement at BSU, Rapp, in coordi-:
nation with the accounting department,
attempts to aid the graduating student in
finding employment through numerous
informative services.
"We consider ourselves a resource
.Accountanta- -----~--
Con~nUed from page',
and there's alot to be done." He believes
thatc~mputers are going to play an integral
p~ In the future of the auditing pro-
fessicn..
Jablonsky says companies such as Boise
Cascade ~e on the lookout for accounting
majors WIth computer science experience
but they also look for the student's abilit;
to ~e ~t ease and not be confused by
ambigulty,
:"!'Ie're looking for someone with the
ability to see the trees, not just the forest "
Jablo~ky says, adding that intelligende,
matun~y and personality all playa part in
determining who is hired. '
"The (job) interview is an important
part," says Keck, "almost as important as
the grade point."
Good resume needed
center," says Rapp, "I think the word
"place~ent' 'is probably a misnomer. We
really don't place anyone in jobs, but we '
will help to make it easier for the student to
get a job.
BSU helps job search
Rapp ,and- his office provide interested
students from all majors time to meet
with employers to find out more inform-
ation about their fields, and offer work-
shops designed to help the student write a
resume, improve his job-seeking skills,
and fine tune the art of the job interview.
His office also has access to audio-visual
aids that can help students improve
their interview image or simply see how
they come across to employers ..
Another of the office's services to
students is to establish a file for, the student
noting his specific interests or skills. The
file is used in helping prospective employers
find students who meet their needs.
According to Rapp, in a normal year,
about 250.employers will list opportunities
for accounting students. '
The files also are helpful to public
accounting firms, corporations and
agencies that visit BSU. "Often they will
want to see that file to see which students to
interview," says Rapp.
The services offered through me career
and planning office are available to all
students, Rapp emphasizes. Yet according
to him, accounting majors usually take
advantage of· this early, because they're
hired earlier. In contrast to October.
interviews ...or accounting majors, students
in most other fields aren't interviewed until
spring.
The opportunities for today's account-
ants appear to be numerous, regardless of
the economy, but, Rapp warns, "It's a
rigorous field." Finger and toe counters
should stay clear.
An Evening with Grateful Dead
Friday, Sept. 2, 1983
8:00p ..m ,
Boise State University Pavilion
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TIcketsare $10'.50 and $12.50
for reserved seats and are
available at the Boise State
University Student Union
Building, The Bazaar [at Hill-
- crest and Westgate 1, The
Pavilion Box Office, D'Ales-
sandro's, and K-GMen's Sotre
in KarcherMall. TIcketscan be
charged by phone by calling
385-1761.
Liberal' arts grads sought as programmers
Liberal arts graduates. are the prime
candldates Iorcompuier programming jobs
at Morgan StaIIley' ana Co::,'li-major New
York financial house. Company Vice
President William Cook said recently in
Computerworld magazine that computer
science ,l1liliors are set intheir ways arid are
quick to leave an employer to 'advance their
careers. Cook looks for natural aptitude
and ambition among the liberal arts grads.'
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Dropping and adding
that's important or not, but because it's
underlined on the sheet, I'll try to
, remember it. Underlining was a great
invention--I try to remember everything
that's underlined. ,
Dates may be hard to remember, but
identification numbers are worse. Every-
thing important has a number--teachers,
students, courses,' rooms-the whole she-
bang. I'm not sure if that's how one spells
shebang, but because it is neither under-
lined nor numbered, I assume it's unimpor-
tant.
First, courses have numbers-lOl, 102,
and so on--just to confuse us I think. Then
.theyadd a section number, such as 101 or
102, JUSt toadd to the confusion. Just when
you think your mind is trained to compute
only numbers, they throw in letters--an HY
or an E or, worse, an REor a GG, whichI
still haven't figured out. GG must be a class
for Go-Go majors or Grape Growers or
something.
Other numbers, 'too, must be remem-
bered. I just recently memorized my Social
Security number. Now I have a student
number to grapple .with. 1- also have'
acquired a phone number, a room number
(with .'both letters and numbers.. just for
fun), and a new street address. I usually
disgrace myself, while. trying to act non-
chalant, by mixing up. my phone number
with my student number. Then there's my
old photienu~ber, which usually. gets
thrown into my address somewhere. My. old
high school student number ends up .as, my
room number, and I try to unlock my bike
chain with the miniberof.thelast classroom'
I was in. You go 'through life by the
numbers at,BSU.
by Edith Decker
The University News
Did your parents teach you 'the alphabet
first or the numbers?
-If your parents taught you the alphabet
first, you were probably in more trouble
your first few days at BSU than if they had:
taught. you numbers first. Take the
drop/add session on Thursday, for in-
stance .. The first number you needed to
know was the date, August 25. Having
mastered that, you tackled the time, I p.m,
If you were on a roll, you may even have
known the number of the Pavilion en-
trance. I did, but only after I walked
, around the building eighteen times and
replaced my Dr. Scholl's pillow' insoles
twice. Its door number, by the way, was
one. If you were like me, the first numbers
you encountered at the door were millions'
and millions, with a Carl.Sagan accent,of
course. That was approximately the num-
ber of people waiting in line-most of them
inyour line, not the other guy's-to get into
the pavilion.
Dates, however, were still the hardest for'
me to remember.·1 remembered,for,
instance, that open registration was August'
26, though 1 already was registered and
didn't really have to know that. What I do'
have to 'remember is that September 2 is the
last day to register and drop or add,except
by . petition. The question is, "Will I
remember that?" I looked it up today in the
schedule just for this column, but if you ask '
me tomorrow, 1 may have forgotten it,
September 16 is the last day to process
drop/adds for the firsteight~week bloc",
according to ..my, official •"critical ,Fall
Se,~es~l:rI98tdates sheet;"I don~t kriowir
While other Brewers continue tosel.;Beer by the ounce, we'sell It
•••• BY THE
POUND
HAYDEN
BEYERAGE
ANNOUNCES
THEHIDDEN
~.
CONTEST
Find the hidden "R" In the adver-
ttssment.vthe tlrst three. persons
correctly Identlfylng,the location of
the. loR''. and bring It ..to ,Hayden
Beverage Company, -42528.
,Eggleson Rd. receive a free Bronco
Rafnler T-shlrt:The "R"ls not on
tile label or.In.a commonplace.
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Calendar
decide whether or not, to have children,
KAID-4;
Friday, September 2
10:30 p.m., Citizen Kane, Orson Welles,
Anges Moorhead.vJoseph. Cotten, The
American Classic movie story of Charles
Foster Kane, goliath of the publishing
world, based on the life of William
Randolph Hearst, KTRV-12.
--Thursday the 1st
Art Sale, 9 a.m, -3 p.m, Boisean Lounge,
SUB
Godspell, curtain 8:15 p.m, SPEC. Tickets
$4, thru Sept. 3
At the Boise Gallery of Art, Trompe l'Oeil
painting and sculpture and, Native
American handwork, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.,
admission $.50 for adults, $.25 for children
under 12 and seniors, thru Sept. 25.
Soccer Club, general meeting, 7 p.m.,
Clearwater Room, SUB, new members
welcome.
Poetry Reading, Western poets Brewster
Ghiselin, Drummond Hadley. and William
Stafford, Boise Gallery of Art, 8 p.m.,
free. '
Tau Kappa Epsilon Rush
Friday the2nd
Grateful Dead Concert, 8 p.m., Pavilion
Godspell, curtain 8:15 p.rn., SPEC, $4.
Last Day to register except by petition. A
$50 late registration fee applies to all
registrations after this date.
Last day to add/drop courses or change
credit to audit or audit to credit without
consent of instructor. A petition will be'
required for all adds after this date.
Saturday the 3rd
Boise Tour Train, departs from Julia Davis
Park at 1Yz hour intervals 10:30 a.m. - oJ
p.m. and at 7 p.m., adults $3, teens and
seniors, $2.50, children under 12', $1,
through Sept. 5.
- Godspell, (closing night) curtain 8:15 p.m.,
'SPEC, $4.
Annual Alumni Pre-game champagne
reception, 5 p.m., Union Pacific Depot
Gardens.
BSU vs. Cal-State Fullerton, football, 7
p.rn,
Sunday the 4th -
Watch for the bear.
Monday the 5th ----,...~
Labor Day'Holiday, no c1asseslll
-
Tuesday the 6th
Auditions for Death of a Salesman, Subal
Theatre 2:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. and 7:00
p.m. - 9:00 p.rn.
Auditions for Boise Master Chorale, Ist
Congregational Church, 7:30 p.m,
Suzuki String program, introductory
meeting, Music-Drama Ill, 7:30 p.m,
Wednesday the 7th,
Auditions for Death of a Salesman, Subal
Theatre, 2:30 p.m, - 4:30 p.m. and 7:00
p.m .....9:00 p.m:
Auditions for Boise Master Chorale, 1st
congregational Church, 7:30 p.m.
, -
Top tube
, ThUrsday, september 1 ,
8:30' p.m., The.Magic i?f Dance, with
Dame Margot Fontayne, ',KAID-4.
10:00 p.m:. A Baby Maybe,· documen-,
fa?' focusing ,on twocouplcs trying to;
Saturday, September 3 ,
7:00 p.m., Survival, "Parents of the
Wild;" Bob Newhart narrates, KAID-4.
9:00 p.m., Lifeline, real life medical
drama, KAlD-4.
Sunday, September 4
12:00 noon, Mr. Smith Goes To Wash-
ington, Jimmy Stewart. Country youth
becomes short term senator, learns quickly
tile harshness of politics, but triumphs in
the end. KIVI-6
, 7:00 p.m., National GeographicSpecial,
"The Thames", KAID-4.
Monday, September S
8:00 p.m., Exodus (part I), Paul
Newman, Eva Marie Saint. Based on the
novel by Leon Uris, an Israeli underground
leader spirits a group of Jewish refugees
from Cypress to Israel, KTRV-12.
8:00 p.m., Survival "Killers
Plains", KAID-4.
Tuesday, September 6
8:00 p..m., Exodus, continuation
Monday night's presentation.
8:00 p.m., Nova, "Notes of a Bilogy
Watcher: A Film with Lewis Thomas,"
,KAID-4. -
Wednesday, September 7
10-:00 p.m., There Was Always Sun
Shinning Someplace: Life iTJ the Negro
Leagues. A look at black athletics as they
etched a glorious chapter in black history.
James Earl Jones narrates. KAID-4.
11:00 p.m., Inside Business Today,
, "Starting and Running Retail Stores",
KAID-4. .
-On stage'
Kober's sculptures exhibited by Art AttackSeptember 3-4
A. J. Kober, BSU Professor of Art since
1968, will show his work at the Art Attack
Gallery. The show consists of 11 pieces of his
sculpture and will be open to the public Sept. 3
through Oct. 8. Kober works in cast acrylic,
wood and stainless steel.
Kober has several pieces in permanent
collections of BSU and local businesses. He
sculpted "Bronco Spirit", the horse in front of
the Business building and "Fledgling Flight" ,
the angular piece in front of the library. The
large stainless steel sculpture in the lobby of the
Idaho First National Bank's Plaza Office is also
one of Kober's works.
Kober earned his bachelor's of science in aJ
from Fort Hayes State College. Prior to [oini
BSU 15 years ago, he taught in the public
schools of Newton and Hutchinson, Kansas a
was a professor at Hutchinson Community
College.
He has exhibited in several shows in the
Northwest, Montana, Ohio, Indiana and Tex.
He won "Best of Show" in the 58th Annual
Exhibition of Northwest Artists inSeattle,
"Washington.
There will be an opening reception with the
artist Saturday, Sept. 3 from 7:30 to 10:30 p.r
The Bouquet: The Hi-Tops
Penglllly's: The Bob and Bill Show
Red Uon Downtowner: California
Transfer (Sat.)
Red Uon Rlveflllde: Standing Room Only
, Rusty Harpoon: Pursuit
Sandpiper: Linda Terry & Robinson
Tom Gralney's: Hills Brothers Band
Tub Pub: Knucklehead
WhIskey River: The Lights
Air Force Jazz
. TheBSU soccer club is holding a general
meeting Thursday, Sept. 1, 7 p.m, in the
Clearwater Room in the SUD. New
,members, male and female, are welcome.
For information call 345-S657 •
, "A Touch of Blue", the Air Force Band jazz
ensemble will play at BSU Thurs., Sept. 8. "The
outdoor starts at 7 p.m. on the north lawn of
the SUB is free, and those attending are
encouraged to bring blankets and chairs to sit
on. The ensemble will play the "big band"
sounds of Maynard Ferguson, Buddy Rich and
Chuck Mangione, as well as rock, top "40" and
disco hits.
Grateful
'Dead
concert
BSU Bowling Club
BSU Bowling Club is holding their
organizational meeting Wed., Sept. 7 at 3 p.m,
in the SUB Recreation Center. All BSU students
are encouraged to join. For more information,
call 38,5-1456.
BSU Soccer Club
" The Grateful Dead-will appear in concert
at the BSU Pavilion Fri., Sept. 2. The band
was formed in 1965 and according to a
recent press release, has "stubbornly
followed their own path, blissfully
unmindful of transient musicalfashions."
The Grateful Dead's fans, known as "Dead
Heads," have been known to travel from
town to town, following the band' on tour.
The band's musicalstyle diaws from many
. sources, including country ballads and free ,
jazz. Their concerts have been known to
run for four or five hourS. '
Kiwanis fund raiser
Capital City Kiwanis Club will conduct their
annual fund raising campaign with the peanut
"sale" .On Fri., Sept..2,they will invade the
street comers of downtown Boise. Sat., Sept. 3,
they will be inthe stands of the BSUBroncos
opening football game against Cal-State
Fullerton. Proceeds from the donations will be
used to support the club's community service
programs for the coming year, such as aid to
handicapped and underpriveleged children,
assistance for senior citizen programs, and .
various other projects.
sand
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he by Valerie Mead
p.m, The University News
Godspell, difected by Sandy Cavanaugh,
opens the 1983-84 BSU theatre season August
31. The show is a soft rock musical based on the -
traditional gospel of St. Matthew, and is
anything but traditional according to
Cavanaugh.
Jesus and his disciples are played by clowns,
who use mime, song, dance and acting to
portray the parables. Written by John-Michael
Tebelak and Stephen Schwartz in 1971,
Godspell was a reaction to the seriousness and
reverence with which the gospels are taught in
American Christianity, with none of the
spontaneous joy in the gospels.
Godspell has been done at least once a season
for the past several years in the Boise valley, but'
Cavanaugh doesn't think the show's appeal is
wearing out. "There are a lot of peoplelike me
,who like to see it over and over again. Every cast
and every director does the show differently."
Every cast and every director does the show
differently. "
I Along With the usual singing and dancing, the
cast will be doing gymnastic style tumbling runs
Suzuki method explained
Parents who are interested in the Suzuki
method of teaching violin to children between
the ages of three and seven are invited to attend
it meeting explaining the string instrument
vourse Tues., Sept. 6 at7:30 p.m. in room III
of the Boise State University Music-Drama
. building. According to Dr. Karen Krout,
coordinator of the Suzuki program at BSU, the
goal of the method is to help children to develop
their own musical potential. For more
information call Dr. Krout at 38S-366S.or
343-9120.
· paintings representing adjacent rooms and
'hallways, which added new space to
presumably tight quarters.
The modern painters seem more
interested in entertainment than usefulness.
Sharon Carol's work is three-dimen-
A-- thev 1 sional, made to look two-dimensional. There -ey rea acrylics on canvas in Plexiglas boxes with
silk surfaces that she has in the exhibit are
.or ·a·re they art? entitled "Inner Journey #14 and #17".Paul Sarkisian's acrylic and glitter on
" linen and canvas is new .wave fun, and
by Valerie Mead and Josephine Jones Keung -Szeto's "The IV Movement of
The University News Symphony No.9" is the most realistic
painting of masking tape stuck to brown
paper in Boise. _' ,
None of the pieces moved me until I got
to the two people sitting in a cafe. I first
encountered this stoic couple in 1981, when
· an earlier version of this show was gracins
halLS of' the University of Southern Cali-
~fornia. They stjll ha,:en'~~~v~.. _ _. ,
Duane Hanson has formed a portrait of
himself sitting at, a table, with his hand
·Wrapped around a coke. He sits with .a
woman who is thumbing through a popular
rumor rag and has just finished a hot fudge
· sundae. He stares thoughtfully into space,
with that distracted look only artists can
,muster.
· . Standing and staring at them is the thing
, to do, and don't. be surprised if you find
;you've been holding your breath.
Duane Hanson will speak at the BGA on
Monday, Sept. 19, in conjunction with the
exhibition. This will be Boise's chance to
see him in action. The exhibition runs
through Sept .. 2S at the BGA anll,is open
from 10 a.m, 'to 5 p.m., Tuesday through
.Friday, and' noon to S p.m, on Saturdays
iand Sundays. "
The exhibit is worth the donation. The
, speech is free.
Art' ..
~'.,. The-current art exhibited at the Boise
Galleryaf Art is called Trompe l'Oeil,
which translated from the French means
"trick of the eye".
Trompe l'Oeil art attempts to ' create
exact representations of a subject. To fool
the viewer into thinking it's real, when it's
not and the viewer knows it's not, 'seems the
goal of the accomplished artists who
produce this tomfoolery.
So what If a gas pump made out of
Honduras mahogany looks just like a gas
pump, I thought. Richard Haden's "A
.Powerful Pious Pump and McCulloch's
:Oil" looks just like a gas pump that's been
out in the rain since tbe 1960s. It's yellow.
The gas price is in the low 2Os.
Richard Shaw has fashioned a pack of
Marlboros out of porcelain. Victor Spinski,
. made a ceramic "Lite Beer Box with
Hubcaps" that was obviously r.eally card-
board and chrome. .
Trompe l'Oeil actually has been around
since Roman mural painters duplicated
Greek original images in marble wall
surfaces. European trompe l'oeil paintings
of the 17th and. 18th centuries were
conceived for domestic settings. They were
, .
Auditions for the BSU department-of theatre
.arts production Death of a Salesman, wiII'''e
held Tues •• Sept. 6 and Wed., Sept. 7 at the'
Sutial Theatre, 2:30 - 4:30 p.m; and 7:00- 9:00
. ,p.m. both days. All students are welcome.' -,
'Rehearsals start Sept, 8 and the show runs Oct.
i2-lS. For more information, call Dr • .< .
Lauterbach at 38HS30; , ,
_··_.··.···..,..~AiI!III
,e Museum,' through Labor Day. The tour mcludes ;
om historical. political arid cOnunercial'points of'
. intercst~as weUas info~tion ()~cityev~ts.
and using a minitramp on stageto leap over
each other and parts of the set. Choreography'is
by Lori Head.
The part of Jesus is played by Hud Hudson,
and Thaddeus Valdez takes on the dual
character of Judas! John the Baptist. The
disciples are played by Janet Summers-Eskew,
Tom Favillo, Fred Genton, Tara Hughes, Lisa
Meredith, Jeanna Nelson and Monte Tucker.
, Steve Frank designed the costumes. The set,
;an expanded version of the original design of a
city [unkyard, was designed and executed by
ChrisAnderson.
,The show's lighting is the main source of
:mood change. John Langrell is the light
designer.
The music of Godspell, which won a Grarnmy
Award, holds the show together and provides
transitions between parables. LindaGilmore is
the music director. The assistant director is Joy
.Ooley, and Peggy Thompson is the stage
;manager. ,',
, Godspell will be shown August3lthrough -
September 3 at the Special Events Center. All
seats are $4 and the curtain is at 8:1-5p.m.
.Phone 385-1462 between 3 and 6 p.m. weekdays
forreservations, .
Death of a
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by Steve Woychick
The Universit;x.News
Boise State University offers its' students
a wide variety of recreational activities,
ranging from racquetball to weight-lifting
to swimming.
Facilities for those activities. and more
are available to all students through the .
Intramural and Campus Recreation Office ..
Intramurals offer students a chance' to
compete in sports for fun. The assortment
of intramural activities is as diverse as it is
unique.
For example, a "Razzle Dazzle" football
tournament has been scheduled this fall for
the first time.
The student who doesn't want to
participate in intramurals still 'can stay in
shape by taking advantage of BSU's
recreational facilities, such as the indoor
running track.
BSU fitness/recreational facilities. - ,
Activity rosters available,
One reason for the improvement in the
intramural and recreationa ,programs -has
been the Pavilion. '
The Pavilion houses the racquetball
courts; an' indoor running track, a weight
room and an auxiliary gym. Those facilities
are open to all full-time students. Part-time
, students may enjoy full use of the Pavilion
by purchasing a user's card for $3 per
semester.
scheduled later in the semester.
Rounding out-the fall intramural pro-
.gram will be tug-of-war and hotshot
free-throw contests, slated to begin Oct. 19
and Nov. 7, respectively. Details and entry
deadlines fan be obtained from the
Intramural and Campus Recreation Office.
2;500 expected to
participate
Spitzer expects that about 2,500 students
will participate in the intramural programs.
this year. Approximately that many were
involved last year, she says, despite the fact
that Boise State does not have a captive
audience. It is hardto get involvement in
intramurals ona commuter' campus, she
says. But she is happy with the progress the
program has lIla~~. ~'There ~hasbeen a IJ)() .
percent improvement compared to three;
years ago," Spitzer says.
Pavilion doubles
participants
Spitzer says the Pavilion has been
responsible for nearly doubling the number
of participants in campus recreation pro-
grams. In the year before the Pavilion was
. built, approximately 4$,000 people made
use of BSU's facilities. That figure rose to
69,416 in the year following the opening of
the Pavilion.
, In addition to the Pavilion's facilities, a
swimming pool and another weight room
areavailable in the P.E. Annex. The main
gym is also available to students for
recreational purposes at certain times.
. The Pavilion racquetball courts will be
available for open play this fall from 6:30
to 7:30 a.m. on weekdays. They also are
open from 11:30 a.rn. to 1:30 p.m. and
from 5:30 to 7 p.m. Each Saturday and,
Sunday the courts will be open from noon
until 2 p.m.
Courts can be reserved
Reservations also can be made for the
racquetball courts at certain times. A
. limited number of racquets are available
for check-out iii the Intramural Campus'
Recreation Office, across the hall from' the
. courts.
The auxiliary gym is open daily from 2 to
6 p.m., except on Wednesdays and Fridays
when it-is open until 9 p.m.
The auxiliary gym is open from noon
until 7 p.m. on: weekends. .
The main gym currently is open from 5 to
~.'p.m:/iMol1d<1Y~roU'g11JFrlda~Yn"
'1 'li mvn1rsee'FACltITIES'on page 11
A host of activities are available to BSU students this semester at the Pavilion and other
, ' university fa~llIties.
. In order to enter intramural activities,' a
student must pick up a roster in the
Intramural and Campus Recreation Office.
It must be completed with student names
and ntimbers and returned to the office on
or before the entry deadline. A $10
refundable forfeit fee is required for team
sports.
According to the intramural campus
recreation director, Terry Ann Spitzer, the
fee is necessary to pay the referee in the
event that a team doesn't show up for a
game. It will be refunded unless the team'
forgeits two or more games, she says.
Spitzer is excited about the upcoming
Razzle Dazzle Football tournament. The,
game follows the basic rules of touch
football, the exception being that there is
unlimited passing. That means that instead
of a play being completed with one forward
pass, it continues. The ball then can be
thrown from one player to another to
another, she says, adding that it is a
non-contact game, with an emphasis on
speed and mobility.
Both men's and women's teams wili be
formed for the tournament. Rosters. for
Razzle Dazzle football teams must be
completed and turned in by September 2.
. "-
Men, wom~n can both
compete
Razzle Dazzle football is not meant to
replace the regular touch and powderpuff
football seasons, Spitzer says.
League play is scheduled to begin
Sept. 13 for both touch and powder-puff
football.
In addition, intramural tennis and
racquetball (singles and doubles), coed
softball, volleyball and "ultimate frisbee"
will be offered this fall.
Speedball, inner-tube water- polo, and
. basketball (l-en-t and 3-on-3) are
-. Furniture
Desks. lamps. lables.
and much. much more.
Jusl the'lhing 10 lur·
nish, your. college
anartrnent;
$3.00 and up.
Bicycle.
We have a goodselec·
tion 01 bikes In work·
ing condition. Ihal will
help gel you around
lown .. '
$15·$50
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School Sale
Jeans'
No Need 10 break in
new denims. These are
already comlorlably
.pre·worn and laded.
$.50·$3.00
Chlldrens
Clothrng
Go exploring in our
childrens seclion lor
some of the most sur-
prising bargains.
$~2S·$3.00
Winter Coats
Keep Ihe whole lamily
warm on a low budget.
Parkas. and coats in
WOOl.lur and leather.
$.90·$4.50
Books
Therre's always
something good to
discover in our book'
collection. From old
ctasslcs to beslsellers.
$.10·$.75
RENT A WASHER or DRYER $15 a monthand up
OWNERSHIP
PLAN AVAILABLE
344-5179
1707 Broadway
Also Coin,Op
uundry [quip. & Supplies
.~onzpsOn.s. INC.
Shoes
. Kids growing out 01
shoes 100 lasl lor your
budget? We have
racks 01 'school and
dress shoes' 'or all
sizes,
$.95·$2.50
Mallresses
Both new and used. Alt
mattresaes are very
clean and comlortable.
$5.00 and up.
Boy's and Men's
Suits
Keep your men looking
good lor every occa-
sion. Suit' in line wool
and eolian blends.
$1.50·$5.00
tI~f!&J"J) ~i7C£JJ1Jf ~ C~t~Mf{1/WI
13Q2Broadway 343-3301
9--8 Mon.-Sat. - Corner of 8roadway & Rossi
We specialize in aUcuts of your favorite
meats for all occasions! !!
Food
Stamps
Welc()me
Home ,-of.
friendly
old
fashioned
service
every day low' price
FALCONHURST
2% .MILK
. ·1 gal.
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Football players honoredCal-State must
defeat strong
aSU defense
Four Boise State University football
players were named to the Sporting New
l-AA All-American Pre-season checklist.
Receiving honors were senior wide
receiver Kim Metcalf, senior running back
Rodney Webster, senior defensive tackle
-Michel Bourgeau, and junior linebacker
Carl Keever.
Metcalf, Webster, Bourgeau and Keever
are all Business majors. In addition to the
Boise State athletes, nine other Big Sky
football players were selected for pre-
season honors.
Senior offensive tackle John Kilgo
believes it is important that the Broncos
start the season strong.
They will have a chance to do just that
when the Cal-State Fullerton Titans arrive
'at Bronco Stadium on Saturday.
The Titans, a non-conference opponent,
are reported to have a big, physical defense
and a roll-out offense led by a good
running quarterback.
The Titan offense may be in for a long
day's work if the Bronco defense is as good
as both Head Coach Lyle Setencich and
junior linebacker Carl Keever feel it is.
Both men feel that this year's defensive unit"
is as good or better than last year's squad.
Considering that the Broncos lost seven
starters (including Big Sky Defensive MVP
'John Rade), and that the 1982 team gave up
the fewest points in the conference, that is
saying quite a bit.
Setencich cites good team speed as the
'83 Broncos' strongpoint, while Keever, the
top newcomer in the conference last year,
feels that players' abilities and the way they
play as It unit will make the defense
successful.
Keever and Setencich agree that injuries
could spell trouble for the Broncos, as.
'depth is a problem in some positions.
Setencich pointed out, however, that this is
true of everyone in the conference.
. Regardless of how strong the Broncos are
defensively, they will need to put points on
the scoreboard.. That is something they
didn't do well last season, especia!ly in
conference games, The only team they
out-scored in Big Sky Conference games
was last place Idaho State.
Setencich feels that tailbacks Rodney
Webster and Dean Collins, and wide
receivers KirnM.~tcalfoJl(l.e·if:mW1C:a.QdPat '
Fitzgerald will .qe:;,~eyj)layers in the
I Broncos' offensive success.
"We need to mature at tackle and we
need to throw the ball well," Coach
Setencih adds.
Kilgo thinks, that the offensive line is
developing well. He also thinks that the
offensive unit is ahead of where it was last
year at this time. The 6'5", 2OO-pound
Kilgo expects that the Broncos will throw
more this season than they did in 1982.
Keever feels that, barring injuries, if the
Broncos play up to their potential they have
a good chance to win the Big Sky
Championship. .
. "We want the title back," he says.
Tennis and golf
championships
The Big Sky Conference tennis and gold
championships will be held in Boise this
spring. "'" ,.,."0',,.. • .••.
At the conference meetings in Reno,
Nev., championship dates and sites were set
for the 1983-84 season.
The Tennis championship will be held
May 3-6, while the Golf Championship has
been scheduled for May 4-5.
The actual site will be subject to course
availability.
Women's volleyball
tournament
The Boise State Women's Volleyball
team will face its first competition of the
1983 season this weekend when they travel
to the Oregon State Tournament in
:, or ./' ~ LOS
1f~7 I , COllfPADRES-: ~r RESTAURANT
/ ....~
,~',r?ANNOUNCES
BEGINNING SEPT' 5th WE
WILL FEATURE A MEXICAN
& AMERICAN BUFFET
from 11 :OOam to 2:00 pm
, Join Us for a
Fantastic Lunch
560 Main Boise 344-3552
Corvallis, Ore;
. The tournament is scheduled to lastall
day Friday and Saturday. '
1n addition to facing all seven Mountain
West Athletic Conference rivals twice,
Coach Darlene Bailey's team will face the
University of Nevada at Reno, Washington
State, Northwest Nazarene College and the
Collegeof Idaho this year.
I
additional songleaders atthetryouts.. Class', '
credits are available forthose interested in
the two squads;
A clinic, which is being conducted' in
conjunction with the tryouts, will help
prospectiving squad members develop
routines and confidence,
For more information about the clinic/
tryouts, call the BSU Athletic department
at 385-1503.
BSU dance team tryouts
'Facilities
Tryouts for the new Boise State Univer-
sity dance team will be held at 4 p.rn. today
in the University Pavilion, according to
Julies Stevens, cheer/dance squad coor-
dinator.
Stevens will be looking for 20 individuals
for the team, which will perform at BSU
halftimes in both football and basketball.
.Stevens says - that she will be selecting---I
I
Iz
12l:Jl
181,0"'_'" -_...
I.._-
-----------I
I
°1gl
~I,~I
I
Expires Sept. 7,1983 I-----------
2 for 1
>,
Continued from page 10
The hours will change during the winter
,months, Spitzer says. Basketballs and other
equipment are available to students for use
in the gym, she adds.
The P.E. Annex weight room is open
from 5 to 8 p.m, during the week and from
1 to 4 p.m, each Saturday and Sunday.
The Pavilion weight room is open form 6 '
t09 p.m., and at various times during the
day. Weekends the weight room is open
from noon. to 7 p.m,
. The swimming pool opens at 6:3,0 a.m.
every day. On Monday, Wednesday and
Friday it stays open until 8 p.rn, On
Tuesday and Thursday it closes at 7:30 a.m,
It is open again frolIl 11:40 a.m, to 1:30
p.m. daily. The pool is open every
afternoon at 4 p.m. except Thursday when
it doesn't open until 4:30 p.m,
.: •The indoor running track iii the Pavilion
is open weekdays from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m, .
The best open time for the tennis courts;
are in the morning, before 9:30a.m., or
. after 7 p.m. " ' " ,
In~addition. bowling is available in the
SUB as well as pooland video games in the
game room; For information about the
game room hours can 385-1456.
'ke Cream··,Lovers
A•• I8IOIC8.
There are some experiences
that words justcan't describe.
, Haaqen-Dazs ice cream
, is one of them.
tfiiagen.D~z~
"
611 S.Capltol HI~dliii.satn;1Z
-.. ;,..-~~.: ..>, "-' .."
Self Service Copies
·--witli this-eoupon'~-
pPlanned
. Parenthood
offers confidential selVices:
birth control
pregnancy tests Be counseling
annual exams
- vasectomies
affordable prices· evening and day clinics
Call 345·0760
-
'1-'
New Careers
Inc.
Hair, Desi~n
Tr-aining Centre'
2202 Broadway
WELCOMES BSU STUDENTS
25% Discount off regularprices with ActivityCard
New Classes Startin~ Soon!! ..
::::: Please Call for Information .::::~tFor Appointment CaD336-0190 Walk-ins Welcome ::~:
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Good friends,
Good fellowship,
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Campus "
briefs .
Funding of public higher education has
decreased in 11 states over the past 10
years, says anew report from the American
Association of State Colleges and Universi-
ties. When adjustments for inflation are
made, state appropriations between the
1972-73 school year and the 1982-83 school
year went up less thanJ percent per year in
20 other states. The 11 states which reduced
appropriations are Illinois, Michigan, New
Jersey, Maine, Wisconsin, Connecticut,
A computerized system of tracking
grade point averages .will be implemented
for fraternities and sororities at theU, of
California-Irvine next fall. Individual fra-
ternities and sororities currently track their
own members' GPAs. The new system will
be 'nwre accurate and complete,says
UC-I's greek adviser, and will help deter-
mine which houses need to put greater
emphasis on academics.
Cities board wrote a letter to the Minnesota
Board of Regents attacking the mandatory
'refundable P~RG fee. They also showed up
- along with a nationalCollege Republican
leader - at a Regents' committee meeting at
which the' fee was discussed. Despite the
MPIRG board members' actions, the fee
was retained by unanimous vote of the
Regents. '
Because of their anti-fee position, ,how- '
ever, eight Twin Cities nominees to the
state MPIRG board have been rejected by
that state board. And the fee dispute has
split the Twin Cities local board along
political lines. Parliamentary maneuvering
has ensued and is expected to continue.
Stay tuned.
Higher Ed Funding
Decreases
Missouri, Pennsylvania, Oregon, Vermont,
and Indiana. " ,
;;-".,:, " -.' .. -.,
~.. -.... .::.c~;~..c.~~ .._~ __ •. ~;~_ .._"' ---,~.__•.
Parents aren't as willing for their sons
and daughters to be independent, says the
retiring head of the U. of "Wisconsin-Mad [;
son's housing office. Newell Smith says
parents are "beginning to exert pressure on
the university to provide more supervi-
sion." In the early '70s, he says, they were
more willing to allow freshmen students to
live on their own, off campus.
Greek Grades
Nuclear Rebellion THEMOST THRILLING AND DEMANDING OUTDOOR
, GAME EVERTO SWEEPTHE COU~TRY!
You've read about it in Time, Sports Illustrated, Outside Magazine and
Sports Afield. You've seen in on TV. Now you and your friends can play it!
The SURVIVAL GAME'
The atomic age has produced a new
behavior disorder, The Family Nuclear
Syndrome, says a U. of Wisconsin-Madi-
son family therapist. Prof. Morton Perl-
mutter says children hear depressing discus-
sion of nuclear war and the possibility of a
'holocaust and develop deep and unspeci-
fied fears, chronic anxiety, impotent rage,
and a "live for today attitude." Such
feelings show up in the teen years, as
- rebellious attitudes toward-social norms on
sexual conduct and drug use.
You're In a patch of heavy woods,' bad terrain and
headed for the last flag' station. Your palms are
sweating as you move ten steps and walt, listening,
watching for movement. Suddenly you glimpse the
red flags hung on a tree fifty yards away, Should
you charge the station and take your .chances on
being ambushed? Or crawl In and lose valuable
time? You hear the snap of a twig behind you.
There's a shot and a palnt·fUled pellet bursts on a
tree six Inches from your lace. You spln~ ,fall Into
prone and spot him running for cover. You squeeze
off a shC)tfrom your Nelspot 007 pistol and see the
paint pellet splatter the center of his back. He's
out. He's eliminated. He's dead. You roll.and hit
your feet running, your heart In your throat. You
grab the red flag In full stride and as you run for
home base you realize you've made It. You've won.
You've surviVed.
Games are now being played In the Boise area. For
more Information, call or write:
EAGLE EYE INC.
BOX 370- - '
EAGLE,IDAHO83616 939-0666
-
Republicansbattle PIRG ..
from within
Nationally, College 'Republicans are
actively working to dismantle the student
fee funding of campus Public Interest
Research Groups (PIRGs). But on the U. of
Minnesota Twin Cities campus, this effort
has taken a new turn. College Republicans
and others have gotten themselves elected
to the MPIRG board, and they're working
to dismantle funding from within. Without
discussing their plans at a June board
meeting, 11 members of the MPIRG Twin
-SAYS:
~Nakamichi
~Nakamichi
~NakamiChi '
~NakamiChi
~Nakamichi
"So You Already Have A Stereo!!"
Any or All of These Items Can Improve
The Performance of Your Present System:
The he!'! record care system in the wurhJ!
• THE LAST RECORD CARE KIT
• ~ ~'icJc sc.le.eli,)n of high qualuv recor,Lls such as
digital, original masters and Japanese ImpuTt!i
Kimber Kahle speaker wire-the mi55in~
• link between amplifiers and speakers
• Denon and Nakamlc hi hlank
cassette tape-starring at $2.99
Nakamichi Performa'nce For Under $3001
You're Kidding!
Hours: Tues-Sor.
10:30-6:00 p.rn.We're not! Check out the new Nakamichi BX-1.
It's less than $300, but it's Nakamichi all the way.
Nakamichi, the reference standard, has incorporated
several of the advanced design features. found in
their top-ot-the-llne $6000 decks into the BX·1.
The result is, unparalleled sonic performance & ease
of operation in a most affordable cassette deck.
When compromise in music reproduction is not
acceptable, there is no alternative.
~Nakamichi
Financing Available
Layaways
Comics
Classified .
, -'
Lost: Wallet(red nylon) on Greenbelt,
campus, Mountian view -Dr, Call 343-4684,
376-3098. ask for Bill Carlson or leave
message. Reward.
-,
Hej-san Ni son kommer ifran Sverge. Jag
ska jarna jala med Ihr om du viii. Kanske
att hjalpa-till moo skolan, Dann Roos
385·9090 omkring kl 4.00
BSU residence hall rooms are still
available. For information about housing
available at Boise State, contact the BSU
Office of Student Residential Life, 385-
3986.
• • • •
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Classifieds are
a dime a word.
1(01.( KNOW, I THINK
THIS IS GOING ro 8E'
A FUN CLASS 1
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PfOPLE A/.WAlf,$ T6LL.
Me THAT 1M NOT AWARe
OF Wf.fATS 6OIN6 ON
A~UN" Me•••THAT I
6HOUt.P l.EARN SOMe
AWARENC5S "TECHNIQUES
Slugboy'ftI~luggirl
The amazing slugs who go ,to college~-------.,
PlZO!=€$SOR MIOLIN IS
HANDING OuT HIS
\\MA1H FOR UNDECIDED
MAJORS" .5YLl-AIWS.r; I
I'VE ALWAV5 WANTe-!'
TO TAI<6 A COURSE:
ON AWARENESS!
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by Joe Limace and
Babette Paresseux
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The Real PuzzleTN Head Lines
MISS PI\..Ff'S e;....IOI
S'(\.\.A8US WASN IT
V~R'( fl~L.ING.
\,. ,....
by Don Rubin
The first or last names of
the characters at right form a .
message (Moore Orr Les)
when you read them aloud in
their present. order. Please
use the lines below for your
answer.
"Back To-School Blues,"
is not havilg enough money to buy that funky .new
laundry for school? TJ)' us on for size.
·o.ck's . .
flffH STReeT
. Clothing . 503 So. 5th
'Corflerof 5th an~Myrtle
We have' broken in •pitas because our. clothes have.
been broken<in for you. Buy a new wardrobe forwhat'
you would nonnaly pay for one pair of jeans.
Come it and see us! . .'
"Clothes qnConsignment"···
First me persons who solve the
"Real Puzzle" and take their
solution to
The University News
office (~ 1100r $UB)
or the SUB lmonnafion Booth
will win a prize hom
Rainier Beer
NYLON 'SWIMSUITS
Men $ 7.00
Women '$15.00
Save with· Hand '.Wells. Tall & •large .'Sizes
."instock' ., .
~.""" Z.._.····......•AN~D.··.· ' N..· ,.."~II ..:'""'-""4 .;.,- - . -. - .
..we'll suit vou"
similar to
. su it shown
. Across from'
AlbertsonsParting. Lot
514N.161h
385-0105
10 til 4
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Mysummervacation
The motto of The University News this year is "good .reading' arid great fun"· .
This is why.. '. ' " ,,' :,', " " " " .' ".
Last year, many students complained that the 'student newspaper should be
about BSU and notabout national issues. They feltthey.were not getting ,their
money's worth. Because The University News is funded partially by-student fees,
I felt a tremendous obligation to publish a paper studentswantto read. .
To this end, our coverage will focus on BSU to the' greatestdegree possible. I.
believe that despite "narrowing", coverage to BSU there IS no dearth of events,
people and issues to write about. "
Certain questions deserve answers. Who creates the academic atmosphere on
campus? Who does not? If this is the place to test ideas, discover our skills and
pursue our interests, how does BSU measure upin providing the education we all
seek? '
These questions are the ones TheUniversity News reporters are sent to find the
answers to each week. We hope to communicate that news to you in a lively and
entertaining fashion. Good reading, another words. . ,
For great fun our '''Out & About" section lists entertainmnet especially for
students. Our student-drawn comic strips take a humorous look at student life.
If you laugh as well as learn with us, 'we've succeeded. .
One thing we're not going to do is tell you whatto think. Each student's time
in college is his or hers to explore the pathways to truth. We feel you can do this
without our proselytizing you with opinions presented as facts., , ,
I spent my summer vacation on campus planning The University News., The
campus seemed vacant except for the abstract sculpture, ·"Bovine jazz"
motionlessly grazing on the Liberal Arts lawn. I think that photos of student art
make more sense on this page than the usual fiery political cartoon.
Welcome back, students. Here's your paper.
Josephine Jones
Editor
Draft registration
When I recieved the little card from Boise State University inthemail this sumo'
mer, I didn't know whether to laugh or be angry.
, The card informed me that I would not receive-the federally backed financial
aid I had been granted until I verified that I had either registered with the
Selective Service System for a .potential draft, or that I was ineligible because of
age, prior service or was a female.
The Selective Service system and I had become close acquaintances back in the
: early 1970s. We had our disagreements of course. I wanted to stay in college,
enduring the rigors of dorm parties, keggers and final exams, while my draft
board wanted to send me on an all-expense-paid vacation in southeast Asia.
So it was almost funny that, returning to college after a hiatus of nearly 10
years, the first official bit of correspondence I received concerned the draft.
. It was terribly nostalgic and brought back wonderful nightmares. ,
Being drafted isn't anything I need to worry about anymore, so I promptly
checked the appropriate box on the card and sperit the rest of the summer
worrying about whether or not the federal goverriment would release the grant
money I needed.
Still, it made me angry.
Until the advent of the famous lottery, the Vietnam-era draft had been rife
with selective enforcement. Using the draft to threaten and harrass individuals,
mainly students (who were leading the opposition to the war), was not
uncommon. Now the government was doing it again.
The card I got went out to every student seeking federally backed financial aid.
That amounts to a lot of money and a lot of students. And heaven forbid that the
money should go to anyone who wasn't, in the opinion of the White House, a
law-abiding, loyal American.
But loyalty, in cases like this, often amounts to nothing more than
compliance with political philosophy and policy, something Americans always
have theright to reject. .
Those who didn't seek federal aid for their schooling, and those who did not
go to college, were not subjected to such .cornpliance procedures. Kel1yEveritt
Managing Editor
. ,
F~OOlASBSU. "
interest organizations. We also have repre-
sentatives who sit on ..irtually all campus
committees taking advantage of the oppor-
tunity to have an active voice in the major
decisions made affecting' the students or'
this university.
The student government association'will
only be as strong and effective as the
students choose to make' it. Our potential
for service is .great, and all who become
involved will benefit. If you are interested
in making a' difference,give us, a call at
385-1440. No experience !s. necessary
because this is where you get itl .
On theother hand, if you ever need help
with any BSU or educationrehitedprob-
lem--pleasedon't hesitate to call or stop by
our offices on the second floor of the
Student Union Building.We're waiting to
hear-from you. ' ,
A letter from the
president
I would like to take this opportunity to
welcomeall new and returning students to
Boise State 'University. As your Student
BodyPresident I hope to meet many of you
during this 'school year. There are many
challenges awaiting us both individually
and collectively, and the student govern-
ment association exists in order to help you
meet many of the challenges you will face'
while at BSU. .,
A portion of the fees you pay to Boise
.State' goes to support our student govern-
ment association, and with that money we
fund the student radio siation.(KBSU), the
student newspaper (The' University- News),
.and the Student Prognuns Board, as well as
a.myriad of acadeffiic, athletic, and.special:
Don't you thInk this Is more appropriate than a poUticalcartoon? Photo by Russ P.
Markus
The card was clearly a case of selective enforcement aimed at the small sector
of the population affected by the current draft registration law that was most
vunerableto compliance pressure from Washington, D.C.
Frankly, failing to comply with the current draft registration law is pointless.
The law is intended merely to identify the potential manpower pool of the United
States in the event of a general war.
Compliance with the current law simply gives contingency planners at the
Pentagon the information they need to plan properly. That planning is not vital
to the national security, but can save lives during a war.
If general war broke out,it could save the military six months of mobilization
time. If anything less than a general war breaks out' the current all-volunteer
armed forces should be able to handle it without a draft.
A draft is thus a final fall-back position for the government and under current
policy would be used only in situations where there was a clear and present threat
to the nation.
Even under those conditions, it would take at least six months to create the
institutional systems necessary to implement a draft law and to begin reviewing,
processing and actually drafting young men into the armed forces. IfWWIII
lasts longer than 30 minutes (and there are a number of realistic scenarios for
non-nuclear general war) those men will be needed.
But between the time a draft law.could be passed to take advantage of-the head
start the current registration law gives, the nation, and the time young men
actually began being drafted, there would be plenty of time for those men to
make application f6r)ltopet~ 'eK'eih'fil1t>IlS--Or. t(j;\'t'i:lke2~, ~sfdenWf\'i\oC!ahada
again. " : 1)(5: mods gnnsea 1~tr.~rlj ,
• , ',." .: -, .... ....f ' ,~r·, '.'Because the current law lacks a draft component, registration poses no threat
to any individual complying and non-compliance becomes merely a hollow and
meaningless statement of opposition to the general concepts 'of war. A letter to
the editor or your congressman would have more impact and wouldn't risk
invalidating the vital contingency planning of the military that, by its mere
existence, often can deter war.
I have no problem with the current registration law, and urge compliance.
What I do object to, however, is selective enforcement of any law. And the
government's efforts to hold the gun of financial aid to the head of a smal1 group
of students in order to force compliance smacks of highly selective enforcement.
It is nothing less than blackmail for the purpose of setting example by using a
group of vulnerable individuals as its target.
The entire program should be withdrawn by the government until SUCh.time as
it can develop a compliance checking system that is fair and equitable to all of the
,men affected by the current registration law.
. .
Letters . ~",
dia, Vietnam, Nicaragua, etc. Years ago
Whitaker Chambers, the confessed Com-
munist who was a senior editor of Time,
,wrote of extensiveRed penetration into our
national media and their manipulation of
the liberal opinion molders (Witness, pg.
475),. Do we think. they do less. in Latin
. America?
If we allow a few thousand to terrorize
their way into control of the 5 million in EI
Salvadore, couldn't we expect, the same
thing to be attempted withMexico's sixty
million? It is vulnerable with its collapsing
economy and liberal press: Do we want- a
Red army on our doorstep pushing millions
of refugees?
. Having written these letters over thirty
years, I feel that small and simple efforts
.can have an effect for' good. I' would
appreciate all help to' again submit these
letters nationwide. What can be done,
should:
Politics
Dear Editor,
I know these anti-nuclear writers have
some effect as people judge from the
information theygive. In rubbing shoulders
in debate with these activists, I found' them
sincere, but misinformed. It has been our
technological and nuclear advantage which
has kept the peace sinceWWII. Letting the
Soviets gain an unchallenged lead in
nuclear firepower can only encourage their
asgresslveness., ;
I . hope the President is successful 'in
helping Honduras.sea! their borders as;]t
lies between NiCMaguaand .EISalvai:l()J:~;
We mustalso.winthe·heartsof these
.,people. As we showtheflag,·we,'should.
publicizt:the trut\:labout communist}'Iib.
enitiOli."as iiI J\fganistan, LaOSiCamb(l~.
Sincerely,
R.D.Vesser,
Pocatello
Morrison---
COntJnuedfroni, front'page
leaving the Morrison Ceriter hall as the only
large performing area available to the
musicdepartment, ' , " '
Acoustic modifications in the Special
Events Center would have enabled it to take
over as a music perfomUng space, but an
orchestra lift was not installed because of a
lack' of funds" according 'to officals at
Lombard-Conrad. .That made the SPEC
essentially useless to the music department.
any duplicated spaces. By angling Stage Move set at first of year
Two and the Morrison hall at 45 degrees to
each other, the facilities could share both
backstage support areas and an open,
triangular lobby. ' _
That innovation gives the building, plan
its peculiar resemblance to the shape of the
state of Idaho.
,Endowment could cut
rental fees
, and stealing for a chance to get in there;" "
','Daniel, Stern,,·conductor of the ~ise "
Philharmonic,' voices .'the same Concerns
over rental costs, butthe Phmiarmonicwill
be compensating he says, by holding one
performanceper program at the Morris()n
Center, rather than holding two perfor-
mances of each program at Capital' High
- School.
Center helped draw ballet
troupe
Adjustable acoustics
By, the time groundbreaking ceremonies
were held on Oct. 12, 1981, inflation had
driven 'the projected Cost of the center to
$15.2 million.
The Morrison Center is an approximately
190,000 square foot building, with the BSU
performing arts building at one end and the
Morrison hall at the other.
The Morrison hall isa 2,OOO-seat
performing hall with a 50-foot-by-120-foot
working stage, 6O-foot-wide proscenium
arch, closed-circuft. video system, adjust-
able acoustics and state-of-the-art light and
sound' systems that are valued at over
$800,000.
Through a series of sound absorbing and
sound reflecting drapes on the walls and
ceiling, the hall can provide the correct
acoustics for any size of perforniing group,
from a solo voice to a full symphony.
"The architecture of abuilding like the Morrison
Center is ascomplicated as (J firm can take on. It
touches every area an architect can getinto. H
Ernest Lombard,
Lombard-ConradArchitects, P.A.
John Shelton, administrator of the
American Festival Ballet, says that the
company's recent move from Moscow to
Boise was due, in part, to the Morrison
Center. The philharmonic, the ballet troupe
and the Boise opera company all will
perform during the premiere month.
Sally Ahlstedt, artistic director and
founder of Stagecoach Theatre, says her
performing group will be unable to perform
in the Morrison Center.
• "A group such as ours is 'really
dependent on careful budgeting and, wise
financing," she says.
,"If you extend yourself in renting space
to perform in, chances are you have to cut
your season short because you can't afford
to perform the length of it."
Performing companies unable to rent the
Morrison Center at the present fee schedule
need not entirely give up the idea,
according to Norman.The music and theatre departments are
scheduled to move to the new building in
January, with spring classes held in the new
facility.
"This is not a theatre for the rich," Fred ~
Norman says. "It is a: theatre for every-
body." Morrison Center ticket prices have
,not yet been determined, but, according to
Norman, will probably be similar to,
Pavilion ticket prices. Pavilion ticket prices
last year ranged from $11 to $17.50.
The basic rental fee for the Morrison hall '
is $1,650 for a 16-hour day. Use of the
support systems such as lighting and sound,
box-office facilities and service personnel
can bring that fee to nearly $4,000.
If the center is able to raise money for an
endowment, rental fees will drop sub-
stantially. : .
Frank Heise, the Morrison Center tech-
nical director, says the endowment would
bring the smaller performing areas even
more within the reach of such performing
companies.
A full endowment, $5 million, could be
invested and the interest, used to pay for
building maintenance and repair; to sub-
sidize imported performers to keep ticket
prices down and to reduce rental fees.
The drive for endowment contributions
will begin in earnest after the Mormon
Center's premiere event, My FairLady, to
be directed by Norman. ' ->
Hearing impaired can
use center
The sound system includes a hearing Architects were challenged
amplification system that allows people
with hearing losses to sit in any part of the "The architecture of a building like the
house. Morrison Center,'" architect Ernest Lom-
The community section of the building ~ bard says, "is as complicated as a firm can
also houses a lobby, a computerized box take on. It touches every area an architect
office, administrative offices and.aprivate. can get into." _
room for the Morrison family - the The new building, 'according to Dr.
Founder's room, which will be available for Wilber Elliott, chairman of the music
use only by invitation from the family. department, will bring much needed space,
The theater and music departments will relieving' the crowded conditions in which
be housed in the academic section of the' the department faculty have worked.
building, which features twopCrforming ,. In the present facilities, 'asmanyas four.
areas. The recital hall seats 180 persons and faculty members share some of the offices,
will be used by the music department. The which double as teaching studios, and all
other .perfOT.~j1ih§~ ~gs)E)VQ" is,(Il-,:pl:r1'orm8Jlcj}:,~pacec;lpubles,,as 'classroom
"black-box" theater seating about 250 space, creating problems when a perfor-
persons. A black-box theatre has an' mance is scheduled and rehearsals must be
adjustable stage, and can be set for held.
prosceinium, thrust or arena productions. "The building will not solve all of our
problems, but it will certainly be an asset,"
Elliot says.
Local groups enthusiastic
LOC8I pcirforming companies are enthu-
siastic about the facility, but concerned
about rental costs.
"The Morrison Center is going to bj:
absolutely wonderful, except for the cost,"
says Pam Abas, public relations director
for the Boise Opera Company. "This is the
problem that all of the groups are having to
face," she says. "How to raise fund to pay
those expenses. We're all out beg-borrow-
Performances may
stir interest
According to Keiser, experiencing a
production in the Morrison Center should
stimulate appreciation, interest and recog-
nition that the facility is needed.
Experiencing 'the reality of the facility, he
says, also will stimulate contributions to the
endowment.
Keiser warns, however, that the Mor-
rison Center could cause a crisis of quality
in the performing arts of the area, at least
in the center's first years of operation.
"Everybody,lncluding ourselves, is
going to have to come up to the standards
of that building," Keiser says. "We're
supposed to be proponents of excellence.
"It (the Morrison Center) sets a standard
, that we all want to try to meet. "
Where is what-
The first floor of the performing arts
section also contains instrumental and
choral rehearsal rooms, a dance studio!
rehearsal room, a scene shop, instrument
repair and storage facilities and faculty
office. '
The second floor houses a scenery and
costume design lab, general classrooms,
practice rooms and faculty offices.
The third floor has music teaching
studios,ensemble practice rooms, a
costume shop, faculty offices and general
storage space. '
The building's designer, Lombard-',
Conrad, faced the challenge of eliminating i
,
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